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Subacromial balloon spacer for irreparable rotator cuff tears
of the shoulder (START:REACTS): a group-sequential,
double-blind, multicentre randomised controlled trial
Andrew Metcalfe, Helen Parsons, Nicholas Parsons, Jaclyn Brown, Josephine Fox, Elke Gemperlé Mannion, Aminul Haque, Charles Hutchinson,
Rebecca Kearney, Iftekhar Khan, Tom Lawrence, James Mason, Nigel Stallard, Martin Underwood*, Stephen Drew*, on behalf of the
START:REACTS team

Summary

Background New surgical procedures can expose patients to harm and should be carefully evaluated before widespread
use. The InSpace balloon (Stryker, USA) is an innovative surgical device used to treat people with rotator cuff tears
that cannot be repaired. We aimed to determine the effectiveness of the InSpace balloon for people with irreparable
rotator cuff tears.
Methods We conducted a double-blind, group-sequential, adaptive randomised controlled trial in 24 hospitals in
the UK, comparing arthroscopic debridement of the subacromial space with biceps tenotomy (debridement only
group) with the same procedure but including insertion of the InSpace balloon (debridement with device group).
Participants had an irreparable rotator cuff tear, which had not resolved with conservative treatment, and they had
symptoms warranting surgery. Eligibility was confirmed intraoperatively before randomly assigning (1:1) participants
to a treatment group using a remote computer system. Participants and assessors were masked to group assignment.
Masking was achieved by using identical incisions for both procedures, blinding the operation note, and a consistent
rehabilitation programme was offered regardless of group allocation. The primary outcome was the
Oxford Shoulder Score at 12 months. Pre-trial simulations using data from early and late timepoints informed
stopping boundaries for two interim analyses. The primary analysis was on a modified intention-to-treat basis,
adjusted for the planned interim analysis. The trial was registered with ISRCTN, ISRCTN17825590.
Findings Between June 1, 2018, and July 30, 2020, we assessed 385 people for eligibility, of which 317 were eligible.
249 (79%) people consented for inclusion in the study. 117 participants were randomly allocated to a treatment group,
61 participants to the debridement only group and 56 to the debridement with device group. A predefined stopping
boundary was met at the first interim analysis and recruitment stopped with 117 participants randomised.
43% of participants were female, 57% were male. We obtained primary outcome data for 114 (97%) participants. The
mean Oxford Shoulder Score at 12 months was 34·3 (SD 11·1) in the debridement only group and 30·3 (10·9) in the
debridement with device group (mean difference adjusted for adaptive design –4·2 [95% CI –8·2 to –0·26];p=0·037)
favouring control. There was no difference in adverse events between the two groups.
Interpretation In an efficient, adaptive trial design, our results favoured the debridement only group. We do not
recommend the InSpace balloon for the treatment of irreparable rotator cuff tears.
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Introduction
Tears of the rotator cuff tendons surrounding the shoulder
joint are a common cause of shoulder pain and disability.1–3
People with rotator cuff tears often have severe pain that
wakes them from sleep and restricts even simple activities
of daily living.2–4 Rotator cuff tears are an increasingly
common presentation to health-care services and result in
substantial expense to society through treatment costs and
loss of ability to work.5,6 Approximately half of those who
present with a tear of the rotator cuff are treated with
surgery.5 Surgical repair of the torn tendon is often
performed but around a third of tears cannot be repaired.5

Tears can become irreparable as the tendon becomes
scarred and retracted or the muscle atrophies, such that
the torn tissue cannot be repaired to its original site of
attachment;7 these types of tear are typically large tears and
are more common in older people. People with irreparable
tears have more severe pain and disability, worse outcomes
from surgery, and fewer treatment options compared with
those who have had a repair.7–9 Consequently, new surgical
techniques have been introduced to improve care,
including the InSpace subacromial balloon spacer (Stryker,
USA).7–9 The InSpace device is a saline-filled biodegradable
balloon that is inserted surgically in the space between the
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Research in context
Evidence before this study
The InSpace device received Conformité Européenne marking
in 2010, and had been used in 29 000 procedures until
July, 2021, when it received Food and Drug Administration
approval in the USA. The National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) reviewed the available data for InSpace devices
in May, 2016, and found one published case series (n=20) and
two conference abstracts (n=82). These showed overall
significant improvements in shoulder scores but some cases of
synovitis and early pain in individuals receiving the balloon.
They recommended it only be used for research, including a
randomised controlled trial. We searched Medline, Embase,
the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and CINAHL
from inception to Sept 14, 2016, for randomised trials. We used
keywords for rotator cuff, supraspinatus, infraspinatus,
subscapularis, or teres minor; and tear, tears, torn, or rupture.
We found 57 trials (n=4542), mostly of repair, but no trials using
the InSpace device. A 2020 systematic review found 19 studies
of the InSpace device, all case series, including 337 patients.
To our knowledge, except for our trial, there has been one other
randomised controlled trial, a company-funded study
performed in the USA of partial rotator cuff repair compared
with the use of the device. Pre-publication data were posted
to a trial registry in 2021, but had not been published
in a peer-review journal before April, 2022. Partial cuff repair
is a different comparator to the one used for our study.
Added value of this study
To our knowledge, this is the only randomised trial to compare
the InSpace device to the same treatment without the device. It
was a multicentre study using eligibility criteria that aligned with
the accepted indications for the device. A high proportion of
people who were approached consented for the trial; therefore,

humerus and the acromion.9–11 By maintaining the gap
between the acromion and the humerus, and potentially
reducing friction, the device aims to improve the
mechanics of the affected shoulder and aid rehabilitation.9–11
The device received a Conformité Européenne mark
in 2010, and was introduced to the UK in 2013. In 2016, the
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence released
a research recommendation, which included the need for a
clinical trial.12 It received Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) clearance in the USA in July, 2021, with approxi
mately 29 000 devices having been implanted outside
the USA before this.13 Early small case series documented
encouraging clinical results, but some studies have reported
poor results or cases of inflammation and pain; there
fore, to determine if the device is effective, randomised
data are needed.9–12
New surgical techniques and devices inherently expose
patients to risk.14,15 They are often introduced into clinical
practice on the basis of early case series data, and trials
might follow. Surgical trials typically take many years to
complete, during which time patients can suffer the
2

the findings are likely to be generalisable to the majority of
people who would receive the device. Patients and assessors
were blinded to trial group allocation, with intraoperative
randomisation ensuring allocation concealment to ensure a low
risk of bias. Early stopping rules were established prospectively
using trial simulations and the study stopped at the first
preplanned interim analysis. We found that the InSpace balloon
is unlikely to provide benefit or be cost effective, and it might
be harmful, especially in females. This is the first published
randomised trial on the balloon and the first study to clearly
demonstrate an absence of benefit for the device. We used
a novel adaptive design that utilised the correlation between
early and late timepoints to increase the efficiency of the interim
analyses, this methodology could be of benefit to future
researchers, especially in evaluating surgical technologies.
Implications of all the available evidence
Rotator cuff tears are a common cause of pain and disability.
Although many tears can be repaired, some cannot. Irreparable
rotator cuff tears are a difficult problem to treat. A range of
surgical procedures are available from minor keyhole
(arthroscopic) procedures to more major joint replacement
procedures. The InSpace balloon is one option, and it can be
inserted as part of a relatively simple arthroscopic
procedure. It has been used for the past decade in Europe and
was recently approved for use in the USA. This trial has delivered
high-quality evidence that the InSpace device is not an effective
treatment, could be harmful, and is unlikely to be cost-effective.
We do not recommend its use. Additional randomised
controlled trials of other treatments are needed, as there
is a low level of evidence for all available treatment options for
irreparable rotator cuff tears.

consequences of ineffective or harmful treatments.
Adaptive designs can reduce the time needed to perform
trials and expose fewer people to risk.16 Adaptive trials
can be challenging in surgery as longer-term outcomes
are often used, typically 12 months or more. By using the
correlation between earlier outcomes and later primary
outcomes, adaptive designs could be extended to many
more settings, including trials of new surgical tech
niques.17–19
We report on a novel, efficient, adaptive clinical trial to
assess the clinical effectiveness of a subacromial spacer
balloon for people with symptomatic irreparable tears of
the rotator cuff.18,20

Methods

Study design and participants
We performed a participant-assessor double-blind,
multicentre, superiority randomised controlled trial
(IDEAL stage 3) across 24 hospitals in the UK using a
group sequential adaptive design with two preplanned
interim analyses. The study was approved by the Health
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Research Authority and the West Midlands – Coventry and
Warwickshire Research Ethics Committee (18/WM/0025)
in February, 2018. The adaptive design methods, study
protocol, and statistical analysis plan are publicly available
and links are provided in the appendix (p 1).18,20
Participants were recruited in outpatient clinics or from
the surgical waiting list. We included adults with a rotator
cuff tear and intrusive symptoms (pain and loss of
function) for whom conservative management had been
unsuccessful, and for whom the treating clinician
considered that surgery was warranted and the tear
technically irreparable. Exclusion criteria were: advanced
shoulder osteoarthritis on usual care preoperative
imaging; subscapularis deficiency; pseudoparalysis (these
three criteria are contraindications for the device); cases
in which the clinician determined that interposition
grafting or tendon transfers were indicated; an unrelated
ipsilateral shoulder disorder; neurological or muscular
conditions that would interfere with strength measure
ment or rehabilitation; previous proximal humeral fracture;
previous entry into the trial (ie, for the other shoulder);
unable to complete trial procedures; and those unfit
for surgery. Full details on exclusion criteria are in the
published protocol.20
All participants gave written informed consent.
Eligibility was assessed before consent, on the morning
of surgery and intraoperatively (after assessment of the
tear and surrounding structures in the shoulder)
immediately before randomisation. If a surgeon found
that the rotator cuff tear could be repaired at the time of
surgery, the participant was excluded from the study and
was not randomised. This decision was at the judgement
of the surgeon at the time and is consistent with normal
clinical practice for such tears.

Randomisation and masking
After standard shoulder arthroscopy, intraoperative confir
mation of eligibility, and measurement of the tear size,
participants were randomly assigned 1:1 to a treatment
group (debridement only group or debridement with
device group) using a central web-based system that
was accessed using either a web-based platform or an
automated telephone system. To maintain allocation con
ceal
ment, randomisation could only be accessed after
intraoperative eligibility and tear size were confirmed. The
randomisation sequence was generated using a minimi
sation algorithm with a random element (70% weighting),
which included factors for site, sex, age (≥70 years or
<70 years), and intraoperative cuff tear size (≥3 cm or
<3 cm).
Participant masking was maintained using incisions in
the same location and size for both groups. The only
difference between the incisions needed for the
two procedures is that the lateral portal incision for the
balloon is typically 0·5 cm larger (1·5 cm instead of 1 cm)
than the standard incision. The same 1·5 cm incision
was used for both groups to maintain masking, a

difference that our patient representatives felt was
minimal, but it ensured there was no visible difference
between the groups. In the setting of awake surgery,
drapes and screens were used with careful intraoperative
communication using written notes to communicate the
allocation to the surgeon. The clinical operation note was
blinded to prevent accidental unblinding by perioperative
care or rehabilitation staff. Intervention-related
information was recorded by surgeons directly onto a
secure database with an unblinding process available to
National Health Service staff in case of emergency.
Outcome assessments were only performed by staff who
were masked to the group allocation, and who had not
been involved in the surgery or the randomisation. After
the collection of the primary outcome at 12-months,
participants were asked which group they thought they
were in or if they were unaware of the allocation.

See Online for appendix

Procedures
The control group (debridement-only) underwent
arthroscopic debridement of the subacromial space and
biceps tenotomy (if not already torn), which was performed
by subspeciality trained shoulder surgeons, who followed
a technique manual and surgical video. Further details are
provided in the protocol paper.20 The intervention group
(debridement with device) underwent the same procedure,
followed by insertion of the InSpace balloon (Stryker, USA).
The manufacturer’s recommended technique was
followed for the technique manual and was confirmed
with them before distributing it to the surgeons. Surgical
training was offered to all surgeons delivering the trial
interventions, and a training course was run at the start of
the trial. A company representative from OrthoSpace
(Stryker after 2019) was invited to attend cases in theatre
for technical support. Fidelity was assessed with
arthroscopic photos, assessed by a subspecialty trained
shoulder surgeon who was masked to treatment allocation,
a surgical form, and self-reporting of physiotherapy visits.
All participants in both groups were offered the same
rehabilitation, including a home exercise programme
and at least three face-to-face physiotherapy sessions.
The anaesthetic choice and use of prophylactic antibiotics
were chosen according to usual clinical practice.
All primary and secondary outcomes were assessed at
3, 6, and 12 months after randomisation. Face-to-face
assessments were performed at these timepoints,
although these were severely limited by COVID-19
restrictions. Participant-reported outcome measures
(PROMs) were collected at the same timepoints, either
by post or in clinic if a face-to-face assessment was
performed. Where postal follow-up was unsuccessful
twice, we did telephone follow-up.

Outcomes
The primary outcome for the study was the Oxford
Shoulder Score, a 12-item participant-reported
measure (scored 0–48; 48 is the best score) of
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adverse events were defined according to accepted Good
Clinical Practice definitions. A MRI substudy was
performed and will be reported separately.

385 people assessed for eligibility

136 excluded
68 ineligible
42 declined to participate
26 screened as eligible but had not consented
when recruitment closed

249 consented

132 excluded
55 awaiting surgery when recruitment closed
12 withdrew before randomisation
65 excluded intraoperatively

117 randomly assigned

61 allocated to debridement-only group

56 allocated to debridement with device group

61 received treatment

56 received treatment

2 excluded
1 lost to follow-up
1 died

59 included in 12-month modified
intention-to-treat analysis

1 died

55 included in 12-month modified
intention-to-treat analysis

Figure 1: Trial profile
A full detailed version is available in the appendix (p 7).

shoulder-related pain and function, 12 months after
participant randomisation.21 In trials of treatments for
rotator cuff tears, outcomes plateau by 12 months with
a strong correlation between 12-month and 24-month
outcomes.19 Little additional information is provided
by waiting for the 24-month score.19 The study was
originally designed around the Constant Score.20–22
However, this requires face-to-face assessment, which
could not be performed during much of the COVID-19
pandemic. In March, 2020 (in the recruitment phase
of the trial), before any data analysis and with the
approval of the oversight committees and the funder,
we changed the primary outcome to the Oxford
Shoulder Score.20–22
The secondary outcomes were the Constant Score
(collected where possible), the range of pain free flexion
and abduction, the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff
(WORC) index (scored 0–100), EuroQol EQ-5D-5L,
change in symptoms, Participant Global Impression of
Change, resource use, and adverse events. Secondary
outcomes that could not be taken due to missed face-toface visits were recorded as missing data. We defined
adverse events as any shoulder condition or any event
related to the anaesthetic or rehabilitation. Serious
4

Statistical analysis
Based on a meta-analysis of relevant trials,19 we set the
target difference in the Constant score at 10 units with a
standard deviation of 20. The Oxford Shoulder Score
requires the same sample size to show a target
difference of six (based on its published minimal clinically
important difference), with a standard deviation of 12,
giving the same effect size as required for the Constant
score; therefore, no sample size changes were required
when the primary outcome was changed.19,23–25 Correlations
(Pearsons) of r=0·5 were expected between the
Oxford Shoulder Score scores for participants at different
timepoints.19 Using previously described methods,
simulations indicated that a maximum sample size of 188
(n=94 in each group) would provide at least 90% power to
detect the target difference at the 5% level.18 Allowing for
15% loss to follow-up, the maximum sample size required
for the study was 221 participants.
Trial simulations were performed at the start of the
study and were used to determine a set of predefined
interim stopping boundaries for a group sequential
adaptive design.17,18 All of the available Oxford Shoulder
Score data at 3, 6, and 12 months, and their respective
correlations were used at each timepoint to increase the
efficiency of the adaptive design (appendix p 4).18 Two
interim analyses were planned with binding rules for
futility at the first interim analysis and futility and
efficacy for the second interim analysis. The rules
were prospectively agreed with the independent Data
Monitoring Committee. The timing of the two analyses
was determined by monitoring the information obtained
from the observed correlations and variances of the
Oxford Shoulder Score scores at each timepoint, which
was performed monthly once the first 12-month data
were received.
The primary analysis was on a modified intention-totreat basis, adjusted for the planned interim analyses.
We did not impute missing data points as the level of
missing data was very low and considered likely to be
missing at random. As such, the intention-to-treat
analysis is described as modified, although we
otherwise used a full analysis set with no modifications.
The treatment-effect estimate for the primary analysis
has been described in previous methodological work,
which exploited correlations between the early and
12-month outcomes for participants, in which the latter
were not available, with adjustment for potential bias
due to the interim analyses made using Todd’s
approach.18,26 If the study stopped at the first interim
analysis, then no adjustment for bias would be
necessary. Differences in favour of the intervention are
expressed as positive values throughout. A secondary
mixed-effect model was fitted to adjust for the baseline
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scores and the predefined subgroups (age group, sex,
and tear size), and the recruiting centre fitted as a
random-effect variable. We did predefined exploratory
subgroup analyses to assess any interaction effects with
the interventions, these should be interpreted
cautiously given the sample size. Secondary outcomes
were analysed with mixed-effect models. Model
assumptions were assessed visually for example using
qq-plots and histograms. Analgesia usage, adverse
events, and serious adverse events were analysed by
Fisher’s test, and change in symptoms and the Patient
Global Impression of Change (PGIC) were analysed
using adjusted proportional odds ordered regression
models. Multiple imputation was not used as the level
of missing data was very low. Statistical analyses were
performed in R (version 4.0.3). A health economic
evaluation was performed in parallel and a substudy
using MRI was performed on a small number of
participants, these will be reported separately. Study
oversight was provided by an independent Data
Monitoring Committee and a Trial Steering Committee.
The study is registered with ISRCTN, ISRCTN17825590.

Age

The funders of the study had no role in study design, data
collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of
the report. Stryker had the opportunity to review the paper
for intellectual property infringements or technical
inaccuracies related to the company before submission.
In the study design phase, the surgical and physiotherapy
manuals were reviewed by Ortho-Space to confirm that
the guidance followed their recommended techniques,
and company representatives were invited to cases to
ensure surgeons had full technical support.

Results
Between June 1, 2018, and July 30, 2020, we assessed
385 people for eligibility, of which 317 were eligible.
249 (79%) people were consented for inclusion in the
study. 117 participants were randomly allocated to a
treatment group, 61 participants to the debridement only
group and 56 to the debridement with device group
(figure 1). On July 30, 2020, recruitment and randomisation
were stopped after the futility boundary had been crossed
at the first interim analysis (appendix p 4). Base
line
variables were well balanced (table 1). Five (8%) participants
in the debridement only group and one (2%) participant in
the debridement plus device group had rotator cuff tears of
less than 3 cm. The mean tear sizes were similar between
the groups (debridement only, 4·3 cm [SD 1·3] vs
debridement with device, 4·2 cm [1·3]; table 1).
12-month primary outcome data were obtained from
114 (97%) of the 117 participants. Of the three participants
with missing data, two participants had died (neither
trial related) and one participant could not be contacted
(table 2). The Oxford Shoulder Score improved in both
groups compared with the baseline data (figure 2).

Debridement with Total (n=117)
device (n=56)

67·3 (9·0)

66·4 (7·6)

66·9 (8·3)

Age group
70 years and older

28 (46%)

20 (36%)

48 (41%)

Younger than 70 years

33 (54%)

36 (64%)

69 (59%)

Sex
Female

28 (46%)

22 (39%)

50 (43%)

Male

33 (54%)

34 (61%)

67 (57%)

56 (92%)

55 (98%)

111 (95%)

5 (8%)

1 (2%)

6 (5%)

42 (69%)

37 (66%)

79 (68%)
22·4 (9·0)

Rotator cuff tear size
Large (≥3 cm)
Medium or Small (<3 cm)
Right shoulder affected
Baseline PROM
OSS

21·7 (9·4)

23·1 (8·5)

Constant Murley

33·6 (13·0)

29·9 (13·4)

31·9 (13·2)

WORC

34·4 (14·2)

33·7 (13·1)

34·1 (13·6)

EQ-5D-5L

0·501 (0·258)

0·486 (0·247)

0·494 (0·251)

Abduction angle,°

76·3 (32·8);n=58

63·9 (22·2); n=51

70·5 (28·9); n=109

Flexion angle,°

74·1 (25·1); n=58

67·8 (29·8); n=51

71·1 (27·4); n=109

Shoulder function

Abduction Strength, kg

Role of the funding source

Debridement only
group (n = 61)

Acromiohumeral distance on baseline
x-ray

1·9 (1·7)

1·5 (2·7)

1·7 (1·9)

6·8 (2·7); n=47

6·8 (2·1); n=46

6·8 (2·4); n=93

Symptom duration, years

4·3 (6·2)

5·5 (7·1)

4·9 (6·7)

Other medical conditions

53 (87%)

45 (80%)

98 (84%)

Current smoker

4 (7%)

5 (9%)

9 (8%)

Type 2 diabetes

9 (15%)

9 (16%)

18 (15%)

Unilateral symptoms

43 (70%)

39 (70%)

82 (70%)

Bilateral symptoms

18 (30%)

16 (29%)

34 (29%)

Previous received physiotherapy
treatment

42 (69%)

44 (79%)

86 (74%)

Previously received steroid injection

34 (56%)

36 (64%)

70 (60%)

Number of steroid injections taken

2 (1–6)

2 (1–10)

2 (1–10)

Previously had surgery on shoulder

16 (26%)

9 (16%)

25 (21%)

Anterior-posterior tear size, cm

4·3 (1·3)

4·2 (1·3)

4·2 (1·3)

Medio-lateral retraction from greater
tuberosity attachment, cm

4·3 (1·0)

4 (1·0)

4·1 (1·0)

Biceps tendon intact

38 (62%)

39 (70%)

77 (66%)

Subscapularis torn

12 (20%)

14 (25%)

26 (22%)

Subscapularis tear size, cm

0·7 (0·3)

0·8 (0·4)

0·8 (0·4)

Subscapularis repaired

2 (3%)

2 (4%)

4 (3%)

Data are n (%), mean (SD), or median (IQR) unless otherwise specified. Baseline data are complete for all participants
except where numbers are given. PROM=patient-reported outcome measures. OSS=Oxford Shoulder Score.
WORC=Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index.

Table 1: Baseline characteristics and operative findings.

The mean Oxford Shoulder Score at 12 months was 34·3
(SD 11·1) in the debridement only group and 30·3 (10·9)
in the debridement with device group. In the primary
(adjusted for adaptive design only) analysis, the mean
difference was –4·2 (95% CI –8·2 to –0·26; p=0·037)
favouring debridement only. Using a prespecified
secondary adjusted model to account for the baseline
Oxford Shoulder Score, sex, tear size, and age group, a
similar mean difference was observed (–4·2 [95% CI
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Debridement only
(n = 61)

Debridement with
device (n = 56)

Adjusted mean
difference* (95% CI)

Primary outcome
Oxford Shoulder Score, 0–48
3 months

30·4 (11·2); n=59

6 months

33·3 (10·4); n=58

25 (10·4); n=54
28·5 (11); n=54

–5·6 (–9·0 to –2·1)†

–5·4 (–8·5 to –2·4)

12 months‡

34·3 (11·1); n=59

30·3 (10·9); n=55

–4·2 (–7·8 to –0·6)

–5·8 (–12·5 to 0·7)

Secondary outcomes
Constant score, 0–100§
3 months

46 (15·7); n=45

36·7 (21); n=41

6 months

49 (18·6); n=29

45·2 (19·9); n=26

–2·0 (–12·3 to 8·3)†

12 months

63·6 (11·2); n=11

47·5 (13·2); n=11

–13·8 (–24·0 to –3·6)†

3 months

88·8 (36·6); n=45

69·7 (39·7); n=41

–14·3 (–30·9 to 2·1) †

6 months

97·5 (34·5); n=28

87·8 (41·9); n=26

–7·2 (–28·2 to 13·8)†

87·1 (32·1); n=11

–34·1 (–77·1 to 8·8)†

Abduction angle§

12 months

124·1 (37); n=12

Flexion angle§
3 months

96·6 (36·1); n=45

84·2 (44·7); n=41

–4·5 (–20·5 to 11·5)†

6 months

103·9 (30·4); n=28

100·3 (46·4); n=26

–4·0 (–24·0 to 16·0)†

12 months

139·1 (26·4); n=12

98·8 (40·1); n=11

–56 ·8 (–91·1 to –22·5)†

Abduction Strength§, kg
3 months

2·1 (1·9); n=45

1·8 (2·7); n=41

–0·3 (–1·3 to 0·7)¶

6 months

2·1 (1·3); n=30

1·8 (2·0); n=27

–0·4 (–1·5 to 0·8)¶

12 months

3·8 (2·0); n=11

1·5 (1·3); n=11

–2·3 (–3·8 to –0·8)¶

Western Ontario Rotator Cuff Index, 0–100
3 months

54·8 (24·5); n=56

40·2 (19·2); n=52

–12·0 (–19·5 to –4·8)

6 months

60·2 (25·7); n=53

49·1 (22·6); n=52

–11 ·0 (–19·8 to –2·1)

12 months

61·6 (25·7); n=56

51·7 (23·5); n=51

–8·4 (–16·8 to –0·1)

EQ-5D-5L, –0·224–1
3 months

0·632 (0·237); n=59

0·556 (0·275); n=55

–0·061 (–0·145 to 0·022)†

6 months

0·666 (0·253); n=58

0·592 (0·254); n=54

–0·064 (–0·144 to 0·015)

12 months

0·667 (0·287); n=58

0·590 (0·286); n=55 –0·056 (–0·150 to 0·035)

Overall change since operation at 12 months

0·6 (0·3 to 1·2)||

Substantially better

24 (41%)

16 (29%)

··

Moderately better

17 (29%)

19 (34%)

··

No difference

12 (20%)

7 (13%)

··

Moderately worse

2 (3%)

6 (11%)

··

Substantially worse

4 (7%)

7 (13%)

Participant Global Impression of Change, since the operation at 12 months

··
0·5 (0·3 to 1·1)||

Almost the same

5 (9%)

6 (11%)

··

A little better, no noticeable change

6 (10%)

3 (5%)

··

Somewhat better, change has not made a difference

4 (7%)

6 (11%)

··

Moderately better, slight but noticeable change

7 (12%)

6 (11%)

··

Better, definite improvement with a difference

17 (29%)

13 (24%)

··

Considerable improvement making a huge difference

13 (22%)

7 (13%)

··

Analgesia (number of participants taking any pain medications)
Baseline

51/59 (84%)

41/53 (73%)

1·9 (0·7 to 5·1)**

3 months

38/58 (62%)

37/56 (66%)

0·8 (0·4 to 1·9)**

6 months

38/57 (62%)

34/54 (61%)

1·1 (0·5 to 2·4)**

12 months

30/59 (49%)

30/54 (49%)

0·8 (0·4 to 1·8)**

Data are n/N (%) or mean (SD) unless indicated otherwise. Adjusted model mean differences and 95% CIs are presented unless specified otherwise. Unadjusted data is shown
in the text. OR<1 favours the debridement group only. OR=odds ratio. *Negative values favour the debridement-only group. †Fixed-effects model only (mixed-effects model
did not converge). ‡Primary outcome. §Data collection limited by COVID-19 restrictions. ¶Unadjusted model results. ||OR calculated via adjusted proportional ordered
regression. **OR with 95% CI with Fishers exact test.

Table 2: Patient reported outcomes at follow-up
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Debridement-only group
Debridement with device group
40
Oxford Shoulder Score (0−48)

–7·8 to –0·6; p=0·026; table 2). The planned per-protocol
analysis was not undertaken because all participants
received their allocated (ie, randomised) intervention.
The Constant Score, range of flexion and abduction,
and WORC index results were consistent with the
primary analysis (table 2; The Constant Score, range of
motion, and strength measures had a high amount of
missing data due to COVID-19 restrictions). The mean
difference in WORC index (–8·4 [95% CI –16·8 to –0·1];
p=0·055) and EQ-5D-5L at 12 months were not
significant (–0·056 [95% CI –0·150 to 0·035]; p=0·24),
and the direction of change favoured debridement only
for both.
The overall change (adjusted odds ratio 0·6 [95% CI
0·3 to 1·2]; p=0·21) and Patient Global Impression of
Change scores (adjusted odds ratio 0·5 [95% CI
0·3 to 1·1]; p=0·08) did not demonstrate a significant
difference, although the direction of change favoured
debridement only. There was no difference observed in
analgesia use at 12 months (table 2).
There were no clear differences in safety events
between the two groups. 11 (20%) participants had an
adverse event in the debridement with device group, and
nine (15%) participants had an adverse event in the
debridement only group. Some people had multiple
adverse events recorded, there were 17 adverse events in
the debridement with device group and 11 in the
debridement only group. There were six serious adverse
events, four (7%) in the debridement with device group
and two (3%) in the debridement only group.
Three serious adverse events were considered unrelated
to the surgery, two of these were for persistent shoulder
pain after a fall, one in each group, and a humerus
fracture after a fall in the debridement with device group.
Three serious adverse events were considered related to
the surgery: two, one in each group, for persistent pain or
disability at 12 months (defined as requiring ongoing
secondary care review), and one for further surgery, a
reverse shoulder replacement in the debridement with
device group.
In the prespecified subgroup analyses, sex was found to
have a significant interaction with the 12-month
Oxford Shoulder Score (adjusted model interaction
term –9·5 [95% CI –16·5 to –2·6]; p=0·0099; appendix p 8).
For men, the unadjusted mean difference was 0·7 (95% CI
–4·7 to 6·1). For women, the unadjusted mean
difference was –10·9 (–16·7 to –5·1). Interaction terms for
age group (–5·3 [95% CI –12·8 to 2·3]; p=0·18;
appendix p 9) and tear size (6·8 [–14·9 to 28·8]; p=0·55;
appendix p 9) were not significant. Due to the limited
number of less than 3 cm tear size counts within the two
intervention groups, we did an additional post-hoc
subgroup analysis with the anteroposterior tear size as a
continuous variable. No interaction was demonstrated
(1∤2 points [95% CI –1·7 to 4·0]; p=0·40). Arthroscopic
pictures were judged adequate in 111 (95%) of 117 cases,
images were unavailable for three participants and

30

20

10

0
Baseline

3

6

12

Timepoint (months)

Figure 2: Oxford Shoulder Score means and 95% confidence intervals for
each timepoint

Debridement
only (n=61)
Participants with any adverse event

9 (15%)

Debridement Total (n=117)
with device
(n=56)
11 (20%)

20 (17%)

Adverse event per participant
1

7

9

≥2

2

2

4

11

17

28

5

6

11

Total number of reported adverse events*
Exacerbation or persistence of shoulder pain or
restrictive range of motion

16

Injection into the shoulder region

1

3

4

Adhesive capsulitis

0

2

2

Persistent muscle soreness or muscle injury

0

1

1

Other

5

4

9

Participants with any serious adverse event*

2 (3%)

4 (7%)

6 (5%)

Data are n (%). *Related serious adverse events included persistent pain or diability and further surgery; unrelated
serious adverse events included persistent shoulder pain and humerus fracture.

Table 3: Adverse events

inadequate for three, no technical errors were identified.
At 12 months, 73 of 114 (64%) participants did not know
which group they were in, one (1%) did not answer,
40 (35%) believed they knew the allocation. Of these,
26 (65%) were correct and 14 (35%) were incorrect
(appendix p 16).

Discussion
We used a blinded randomised controlled trial design
with predefined stopping boundaries to test whether the
InSpace device was of benefit for people with irreparable
rotator cuff tears. The study stopped at more than half the
maximum potential sample size of 221, allowing us to
report the findings early. In the primary analysis,
arthroscopic debridement only was found to be superior
to arthroscopic debridement with the InSpace device for
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people with an irreparable rotator cuff tear of the shoulder,
based on the Oxford Shoulder Score 12 months after
surgery. Secondary outcomes were in agreement with the
primary outcome, effectively excluding the possibility of
any meaningful benefit for the InSpace device. The
treatments differed only in the use of the device and
blinding was largely maintained; therefore, any difference
was most likely due to the device.
The effect of the intervention was moderated by sex,
with worse results for the device in females, the reason
for this is unknown. Possible explanations include
mechanical factors such as size or strength, biological
factors such as the host response to the balloon material,
or it could be a chance observation. Even in men, it
remains unlikely that the device is of benefit.
Pre-publication data were recently reported in a trial
registry from a company-funded trial of the InSpace
device (NCT02493660). This reported non-inferiority of
the balloon device compared with partial cuff repair using
a composite primary outcome. The primary composite
outcome required participants to reach a certain level of
recovery by 6 weeks and maintain it to 12 months,
although many people undergoing partial cuff repair
would still be in the early phases of recovery by 6 weeks.27,28
Non-composite outcomes did not appear to show benefit
over partial cuff repair. Partial cuff repair is more
commonly used in North America than in Europe, and
evidence supporting its use is limited to case series data,
with variable outcomes reported.7,27,28 Also, the study did
not test the effect of the balloon itself over an otherwise
identical procedure; therefore, this company-funded trial
cannot directly answer the question whether the balloon is
effective.
The InSpace device was given Conformité Européenne
marking, entered clinical practice, and has been widely
used on the basis of basic science and small case-series
data.8,10The first pre-publication trial data were only
uploaded in 2021. FDA approval was granted more
recently, although the trial data has not yet been published
in peer-review format (NCT02493660).
We have not identified the underlying mechanism
responsible for our findings, although there was uncertainty
in the literature about how the device would provide longterm benefit, particularly as the balloon deflates over time,
typically a few months after implantation.10,11 Case-series
data have mostly demonstrated improvements in outcome
from baseline to final follow-up, although a small number
of case series have demonstrated less satisfactory results.10
Both treatments delivered in our trial demonstrated
improvement compared with baseline, which could be
incorrectly interpreted as beneficial in a case-series alone.19
Our previous meta-analysis demonstrated improvements
in outcome compared with baseline for all types of
treatment for rotator cuff tears; therefore, case series data
is not able to provide meaningful information on the
benefit of a new treatment, such information can only be
achieved in a randomised trial.19
8

These findings demonstrate the crucial importance of
early randomised trials in evaluating new technologies,
and raises questions about the early introduction of
technologies without robust randomised trial evidence. It
demonstrates the importance of high-quality evidence,
for which robust studies are needed to provide clear
evidence of benefit where financial resource is limited.
People with symptomatic tears of the rotator cuff that
are irreparable have few proven treatment options,
despite the pain and loss of function that they often have.
There is little evidence for surgical treatment, and many
untested technologies are in use.7,8 In the absence of
effective solutions, people with symptomatic tears of the
rotator cuff might resort to reverse shoulder replacement,
a major procedure with risks of disabling complications.7
Trials are needed for potential solutions, including
arthroscopic debridement and more complex procedures,
to ensure patients can be offered effective and proven
treatments for this challenging condition.8
The adaptive design methodology used in this trial
provides a template that can be used more widely and
would be valuable in small populations or where
recruitment is challenging, both of which are common
problems when testing new surgical procedures. A
prespecified adaptive design, using the correlations
between data from early and late timepoints, increased
the efficiency of the interim analyses, which allowed the
study to report much sooner.17,18 At our pre-pandemic rate
of recruitment, the study would have taken an additional
11 months to recruit the full (maximum) sample
size of 221. This would have been much longer due to
COVID-19 restrictions, exposing many more people to
ineffective treatment or potential harm.
By setting interim futility and efficacy stopping rules,
the study was designed to report early either for convincing
evidence of a lack of benefit (futility) or for strong clinical
benefit (efficacy). Although the sample size appears small
for a definitive trial, the study was designed to have
90% power and the adaptive design functioned well,
providing a robust answer to the clinical question.
Traditional sample size estimates are often based on
assumptions about the data that might not be observed
when the study is conducted, and although adaptive
designs are becoming widely accepted in other fields, they
remain uncommon in surgery. There is little benefit in
continuing to recruit to achieve greater precision if the
study is likely to be conclusive with a smaller sample size.
This exposes fewer people to risk of harm in the trial itself,
as well as preventing harm or high costs for people having
the treatment in the wider community.16 Having both
futility and efficacy stopping rules allow a study to report
early if an intervention is ineffective, but it potentially also
allows early implemen
tation of effective interventions,
similarly benefitting patients.16
Our study has limitations. The study was not powered
for subgroup analyses, either at the achieved or the
maximum sample size. The findings of the subgroup
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analysis should therefore be interpreted with considerable
caution. We based our exclusion criteria on current
clinical use and manufacturer’s recommendations. The
device could be of benefit in a different population,
although we are not aware of it being widely used for
other purposes. Our predefined primary outcome was at
12-months, and while data collection is ongoing for
24-month outcomes, our previous systematic review of
randomised trials of rotator cuff tears demonstrated high
correlation between study findings at 12 and 24 months.19
As a result of COVID-19 restrictions, we were not able to
complete data collection for objective measures, although
the objective measures we did take in the study correlate
well with the Oxford Shoulder Score (appendix p 13).25
We are not able to draw direct conclusions about
arthroscopic debridement for people with an irreparable
rotator cuff tear. It is a commonly used treatment in
UK practice that allowed us to isolate the effects of the
InSpace device in a blinded surgical trial. There remains
uncertainty among experts about benefit compared with
non-surgical care and this could be a focus for future
trials.7
In this study, we implemented an efficient, adaptive,
blinded multicentre randomised trial, which found that
arthroscopic debridement was superior to the same
procedure performed with the InSpace device for people
with irreparable rotator cuff tears. The InSpace device is
unlikely to be of benefit and might be harmful; therefore,
we do not recommend use of the device in this population.
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